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Eagle’s Eye on French Drains
Despite its name, the French drain may not
have come from France. In his 1859 book,
Farm Drainage, Henry Flagg French popularized the use of trenches filled with gravel or
roofing tile to drain surface water off farm
buildings, while protecting the surrounding
soils from erosion. Improvements over the
years include the use of manufactured pipes,
embedded in gravel, to allow the water collected to flow freely. In today’s home, we use
the same concept to protect foundations
from groundwater by installing perforated
pipe (weeping tile) leading to a catch basin
(sump pit) for final dispersion outside the
building. We also see it in sewage systems
where sewage is treated in two-stage tanks,
discharged into a weeping bed, where the
effluent percolates into the soil in chambers
covered with gravel.
Swales are often used to divert surface water
run-off from houses, but can be ineffective
over time, due to soil erosion or frozen water.
Weeping tiles have proven very effective in
controlling ground water, and can be just as
effective in controlling surface water run-off,
by controlling the route the water takes. In
their purest form, French drains are ditches
filled with gravel, but with the addition of
manufactured products such as drain tiles, or
culverts, the home can be isolated, reducing
the chances of water damage.
Steps to installing an effective
drainage system
1. Start by determining where you want the
final dispersal point to be. That can be a
drainage ditch, dry well or catch basin, where
it can be diverted to the community’s stormdrain system. The catch basin can even be
part of a rainwater-collection system. It can
be as simple as a buried rainwater barrel.
Locate buried utility services by using “Call
Before you Dig.” You don’t want to dig up a
gas line or electrical service.

Before and after pictures showing the addition of a
French drain. Before the addition of a drainage ditch,
the house was chronically flooding in the spring or
during heavy rains. The basement is now dry and the
occupants are developing the basement.
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Engage a project manager or architect who may be
in a much better position to oversee the contractor’s
services. This may be especially the case if the builder is from the community.

cation packages, which indicate the skill level of the
contractor. PAGC, which recently updated their tender documents, has a detailed section on contractor
expectations. Tsu Tina is developing a permit system. Use complete designs that have been stamped by a
These communities are role models for others.
qualified engineer or architect.
We welcome reputable builders who use competent
tradespeople and quality building materials, but in
the end, most of our bands are stuck with contractors and suppliers meeting low bid. Alas, high levels
of substandard housing are expected to continue.
We asked one builder about inspections. This was
the response:
“A reputable builder welcomes inspections of their
work. Even though materials are chosen according to
building-code regulations, and labour is also performed to that end, another set of eyes is always a
good thing. Some inspections are required at specific
stages, depending on what jurisdiction the construction takes place. A builder that cares about the quality of their construction will often add one or more of
their own, either done by the builder's staff or an independent, outside agency. Most homes built by established home builders in Alberta have a minimum
of eight inspections by outside agencies, as well as
the ongoing quality control of the company's site
manager… Ensure the home builder is a registered
member of provincial and national organizations,
such as the Canadian Home Builders Association,
and a reputable warranty provider, such as the Alberta New Home Warranty Program. Of course, a builder
that band members have dealt with can give firsthand feedback on the whole process.”
We asked Compliance Strategy about riskmanagement techniques bands should use when
choosing builders. Here is their advice:

If contractors are from outside the community, ensure that they hold all required certifications and insurance (e.g., workers’ compensation). Check with
several references. Also, check the Better Business
Bureau for complaints against the builder. Be prepared to visit buildings they have completed. Talk
with the building owners.
If the contractor is from the community, ensure that
they hold all the required certifications and insurance (e.g., journeyman certificates, workers’ compensation).
Conduct competent and adequate site supervision.
Don’t let the builder provide self-assessments of
code compliance and adherence to contract details.
Building good homes comes from all of the work
done at the front end. Selecting a competent contractor is one part. Another is engaging your inspectors to review plans and monitor construction, to ensure the planning department’s vision is fulfilled.
Good builders work with the inspector to create
quality homes.
Additional Reading
Canadian Home Builders Association
www.hiringacontractor.com
Canadian Construction Association
www.cca-acc.com/en/

Use a construction contract that has been written by
the Chief and Council’s legal advisor, and don’t rely First Nations National Building Officers Association
www.fnnboa.ca.
on contractors to write their own contracts.
Ensure that contractors are properly trained and
have various certifications. Contractors should provide proof of professional skills. If subcontractors are
used, ensure they hold the required certifications.
Subcontractors should also provide proof of professional skills. Check with references before hiring a
contractor.

For more information regarding sample copies of
construction contracts, please send your request to
info@fnnboa.ca
Construction Owners Association of Alberta—This
website provides a variety of sample contracts.
www.coaa.ab.ca/Contracts/ContractsLibrary.aspx
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2. Determine the highest spot in your
yard. When you dig the trench, excavation will slope downwards toward the
final point of dispersal. One inch of
slope for every eight feet will ensure the
water can move freely through the pipe.
One thing to keep in mind: If your intent
is to protect your house from water,
construct the trench four to six feet
away from the foundation. The trench
will surround the home, in most cases,
in a U shape.

Current Home Mailing Address
First Name
Middle Name
Last Name
Suffix (e.g. Jr. Sr.)
E-mail address
Address
City or Town
Province

3. Dig the trench bearing in mind the
slope. A trench digger is a good option,
as it will have minimal impact on the
surrounding grade. There are attachments made for bobcats, or you can
rent from an equipment-supply company. The trench can be a foot wide or
three feet wide, depending on how
much water you need to move. Bear in
mind that the wider the trench, the
more gravel you’ll need. Eighteen
inches in depth is a good starting point.
That should keep it above most
services.

Postal Code
Home Telephone
Office/Business Mailing Address
Contact First Name
Contact Middle Name
Contact Last Name
Suffix (e.g. Jr. Sr.)
E-Mail Address
Company Name

4. Install a bed of gravel two inches
thick to serves as a base for the drainage tile.

Address

5. Lay the drainage tile keeping in mind
the slope. Perforated pipe should be
laid with the perforations down. This
will prevent fine soils from entering and
clogging the pipe. Even better, use fabric-wrapped pipe, which is easier to use
than installing filter fabrics.

Postal Code

City or Town
Province
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Office Fax
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□ Full ($100/yr plus a one-time $50 Initiation Fee)
□ Associate ($250/yr)

6. Fill the trench with gravel, level to the
surrounding grade. If you're not using
fabric-wrapped pipe, install a filter fabric above the pipe, embedded in gravel.
Some people use landscaping gravel,
which comes in a variety of colours, to
enhance the landscaping on the
top six inches.
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